THE BEST OF HARDWOODS

SINCE 1964
The company was set up in September 1964. The aim of Martal Hardwoods was
to buy and sell French Oak. The added value was kilning and regrading as we
acquired a lot of experience through the years. 1972 was the beginning of our
expansion in American Hardwoods. In 1980 the management decided to expand
to other European countries.

“We understand
the needs of quality
buyers worldwide.”

THIRD GENERATION
To this day, active in 23 countries, people are buying the very best hardwoods that are
selected and graded to the famous Martal grade. Which made the company so respected
by others, because we understand the needs of the European “quality” buyers. After two
passionate generations whose knowledge is in the company, the third generation is already
on board.

REASONS TO
CHOOSE MARTAL

MARTAL GRADE
Every single board gets a severe
inspection according to the
Martal Standards. Martal grade
is a symbol in Europe.

Superior quality
High service level
More than 50 years of experience in kilning

Graded according
the Martal Standards.

Unbeatable in heavy thicknesses
Warehouse of more than 40 000m 2 under roof
Unique stock
Central position in Europe
Fast deliveries, all over the world
Young and dynamic

MARTAL LABEL
With more than 50 years of
experience and a kilning capacity
of 4 000m³, Martal is known for its
quality regarding kilning and grading.

Superior quality
wood deserves a
superior quality label.

INTO THE
WAREHOUSE
Martal is not only known for
the quality of its products.
With a well-organised warehouse of
40 000m2 / 131 250 square feet,
we are able to keep a unique stock
of our fine lumber in a wide variety
of thicknesses and lengths.

Probably the
largest stock of
the finest lumber.
Superior quality

All wood available from stock

EUROPEAN OAK
Availability
Square edged: 27 - 40 - 52 - 60 - 65 - 80mm

Unbeatable
in ‘heavy
thicknesses’.

Quality
QFA, QF1A, QF1B, QF2, Rustic
Random Widths - Fixed Widths
Plain - Quarter Sawn
Door frames 52x130 - 52x150mm
Squares 50x50 - 60x60 - 65x65 - 80x80
60x125 - 80x130 - 80x155mm
Blocks 52x105mm
BOULS (QBA) - CENTERPLANKS - LOOSE WARE

Still recognised as one
of the most popular
European wood species.

AMERICAN WHITE OAK

WALNUT

One of the best woods to plane and shape,
it turns and glues well under proper control.

Walnut is easy to work with and glues and finishes well.
It is durable and strong and is valued for its rich colour.

Availability

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

Availability

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

Quality
		

Martal Quality - Super Prime - Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

Quality
		

Martal Quality - Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

BLACK CHERRY

ASH

It is a dense, moderately strong hardwood
with excellent wearing qualities. The red colour
is typical for cherry.

Ash possesses good strength and hardness
properties and has a uniform structure.

Availability

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

Availability

Quality
		

Martal Quality - Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

Quality
		

Martal Quality - Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

TULIPWOOD

HARD MAPLE

Tulipwood is versatile and easy to machine, turn
and paint. The recurring light green and vivid purple
colours are typical for yellow poplar.

Hard Maple works well, is hard and has good finishing qualities.

Availability

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

Quality
		

Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

Availability

26 - 32 - 40 - 52 - 65 - 80mm

Quality
		

Martal Quality - Prime
Random Widths - Fixed Widths

For more information www.martal.be

OUR
APPROACH
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Finding extraordinary hardwood
requires experience and a careful
selection. Martal has been working
with suppliers in Europe and North
America. With some of them for even

AIR DRYING

KILN DRYING

QUALITY CONTROL

Once arrived at our warehouse, all
the lumber is air dried under roof
and well taken care of.

After the air drying process, the
lumber goes into our kilns, where we
take great care to kiln it well even the
heavy thicknesses.

Our production manager is
permanently monitoring the humidity of
the lumber in each level. Serving you well
is one of our goals.

more than 40 years.
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MARTAL GRADE

UPGRADING PROCESS

MARTAL LABEL

Every single board gets a severe
inspection according to the
Martal Standards. Martal grade is
a symbol in Europe.

After sorting, the lumber is improved at
the sawmill. The boards are straightened
or shortened and depending on the quality,
knots and sap are also cut off.

Superior quality wood deserves a superior
quality label. After careful selection
and sorting out, our products are clearly
marked for easy identification.

Behind the
scenes in our
warehouse.

Your best resource
for quality hardwood.
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